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Quality without compromise

Traditional baking quality is now
also economically viable.
The new DAUB | stonemotion thermal oil oven is
a unique combination of quality and efficiency.
Our innovative pusher oven concept combines the unparalleled
DAUB thermal oil baking atmosphere with artisanal stone oven
quality, for first-class baking results at marketable prices, regardless of whether you wish to load the oven in the traditional
manner by hand or in a fully automatic process.

Your customers will love it.
It’s not just the experts who can recognise the extra-special
quality of goods baked in a stone oven. Customers likewise
appreciate baked goods that tick all the boxes in terms of
flavour and consistency.

Stone
Baking on stone has always been the only viable option
when it comes to producing the best-possible baking results. The specific thermal traits of stone allow you to use
traditional recipes and also to draw on artisanal bread-making processes. The result is baked goods that really stand
out in terms of flavour and consistency in comparison to
mass-produced goods and which allow you to position yourself more than ever before as an artisanal enterprise that
focuses on quality.

Thermal oil
It’s an undisputed fact that thermal oil ovens count among
the best ovens a professional baker can use when it comes
to the baking atmosphere and temperature management.
DAUB is the only manufacturer to focus entirely on this
technology and is an expert point of contact and a generator of ideas, both for artisanal and industrial requirements.
Our thermal oil system has been further improved for the
new DAUB | stonemotion oven and, with individually adjustable top and bottom heat in every oven, now offers maximum
flexibility in terms of variable applications – even when working at full capacity.

Quality
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We have the same attitude to this as Oscar Wilde. That’s
to say we, too, have very uncomplicated tastes – we’re always happy with the very best there is. This applies not
only to our ovens and components, but also to the baked
goods that you can create with them. Because we firmly
believe that long-term success can only be achieved on the
basis of quality. Contact us to see for yourselves that this
is the case.

Efficiency
Cost-effectiveness can only be achieved if the efficiency of
investments and processes is guaranteed. We are therefore
more than just passionate bakers – we are also your process optimisers. We know exactly how to help you. So talk
to us to find out more.
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Automation
The DAUB | stonemotion oven features baking trays with
stone plates. A paternoster transports the baking plate to
the oven. The paternoster tray and the oven trays are then
moved by an innovative pusher system. This combination
of a pusher and a paternoster allows for very short cycle
times and is almost twice as fast as a conventional loading
system.

Stone
Demand for stone ovens is on the increase, not least for
reasons of baking technology. The desired baking atmosphere is that characteristically achieved in an oven built
with stone walls, which stands out because of its even, latent and intensive baking atmosphere. In the modern-day
version of such an oven, the baking process can be carefully controlled thanks to the use of thermal oil.

Efficiency with no loss of quality

There is now a compact automatic
oven that delivers stone-baking quality.
The new DAUB | stonemotion thermal oil oven is a unique
combination of quality and efficiency.
With its combination of stone and thermal oil technology, the
simple yet clever new concept of the DAUB | stonemotion oven
allows for efficient and flexible baking to the highest standards.
A new loading system results in the fastest-possible loading
directly onto a stone plate.
Space-saving and low-maintenance.
A veritable artisanal oven: small and compact like deck ovens
with a loading system – but also a truly automatic oven. The
design height of the DAUB | stonemotion oven is very low because there are no drives or deviations. There are absolutely no
drives or mechanical parts within the heated area. The oven is
therefore very easy to service and clean.
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